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Simulations of Breaking Wave Impacts on a Rigid Wall at Two Different Scales
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After years of efforts, HydrOcean and Ecole Centrale Nantes, supported by GTT, succeeded in the development of an
SPH software gathering all functionalities for relevant simulations of sloshing impacts on membrane containment systems
for LNG carriers. Based on Riemann solvers, SPH-Flow deals with two compressible fluids (liquid and gas) that interact with
the impacted structure through a complete coupling. The liquid, the gas and the structure are modeled by different kinds
of dedicated particles allowing sharp interfaces. An efficient parallelization scheme enables performing calculations with a
sufficiently high density of particles to capture adequately the sharp impact pressure pulses. The development of the bi-fluid
version led, in a first stage, to unstable solutions in the gaseous phase for pressures below the ullage pressure. This difficulty
was presented at ISOPE-2010 and has been overcome since. Simulations of a unidirectional breaking wave impacting a rigid
wall after propagating along a flume are presented in this paper. The physical phenomena involved in the last stage of the
impacts are scrutinized and compared with experimental results from the Sloshel project. A comparison between calculated
results at full scale and at scale 1:6 is proposed. Conclusions about scaling in the context of wave impacts are given.

INTRODUCTION

Context

Experiments at small scale and numerical simulations are to be
considered as complementary for the study of sloshing impacts on
board of LNG carriers but their respective roles are very different:

• Any sloshing assessment of a real project relies on sophis-
ticated sloshing model tests (Gervaise et al., 2009). The forced
motions are down-scaled from calculated ship motions at scale 1
by following a Froude similarity. Unfortunately, the model tests
results are biased due to local physical phenomena that exist at
full scale (phase transition, fluid-structure interaction) but not at
model scale or that do not follow Froude similarity (compressibil-
ity of both the gas and the liquid phases, surface tension, etc.).

• Numerical simulations, though still oversimplified in terms
of the physics involved, compared to the reality, help bring out
and quantify some of these biases. Therefore, they may contribute
to improving the experimental modeling by an optimal choice of
liquid and gas involved and to post-processing more relevantly the
biased model tests results.

For the time being, GTT developed a know-how based on the
feedback from the LNG carrier fleet in order to derive appropri-
ate statistical scaling factors. At the same time, research work is
carried out to define a more direct approach. The work presented
in this paper is part of that research.
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Elementary Loading Process (ELP)

Scaling impact pressures from sloshing model tests to the full
scale of an LNG carrier implies being able to decompose all the
loading components for any liquid impact on the walls and evalu-
ate their relative importance at both scales. This question has been
addressed by Brosset et al. (2011) by analyzing a single impact
of a breaking wave on a wall, thanks to the concept of Elemen-
tary Loading Process (ELP) described in detail in Lafeber et al.
(2012a).

The loads induced by any breaking wave impact and more
generally by any liquid impact on a wall are time- and space-
distributed. These distributions are considered as a combination
of only three components:

• ELP1: Direct impact due to the discontinuity of velocity
imposed by the wall to the liquid particles. This ELP is associated
with the liquid compressibility (pressure waves) and the elasticity
of the wall (strain waves). It leads to very sharp pressure peaks
that are difficult to detect experimentally.

• ELP2: Building jet. This is simply the hydrodynamic load
associated with the change of momentum imposed by the wall
to the flow. It is significant only at the root of the jets building
along the wall just after the contact. The pressure signature is a
traveling pulse at the root of the jet, which can be very sharp in
some conditions like Flip-Through impacts.

• ELP3: Compression/expansion of gas while escaping or when
entrapped. This ELP is associated with the compressibility of the
gas. It is characterized by pressure oscillations, at least when no
phase transition is involved (Ancellin et al., 2012).

Other physical phenomena involved during a liquid impact
(e.g., phase transition, fluid-structure interaction and the genera-
tion of free surface instabilities like Kelvin-Helmhotz or Rayleigh-
Taylor (Drazin and Reid, 2004)) modify the development of these




